I, Sahil Bakliwal (150040018), if elected as the Sports secretary of Hostel 9, propose to do the following:

**GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIP:**
- Ensure active participation of hostel in each GC.
- Ensure proper trails and practice before GC by coordination with captain during the practice slots and by conducting intras before GC.
- Ensure that proper refreshments (glucose, bananas or lime water) are provided during all the GC.
- Will regularly monitor the condition of the TT tables, pool, chess, foosball and carom board
- Will improve availability of sports equipment like TT bats, volleyballs, footballs, basketballs
- Photos will be taken during some of the matches of the GC which will be put up in the sports lounge, on our hostel website and facebook group
- Ensure that canteen incentives are provided to GC players if necessary.

**INFRASTRUCTURE:**
- Ensure that the proper levelling of ground by bringing hand roller from gymkhana as per requirement
- I will ensure that the new badminton court is always in playing condition
- Ensure that lights are working properly in hostel grounds

**EQUIPMENTS:**
- I will ensure that the required equipments are present in the hostel
- I will always maintain a complete list of sports and related equipments

**AS A COUNCIL MEMBER:**
- Will help during Nautanki and will ensure that entertainment events are conducted properly
- Will work with full enthusiasm in PAF, VALFI and other hostel event
- Will work in coordination with hostel council towards the welfare of hostel

**INTRAS:**
- Intras of chess, carrom, TT will be organised properly to search talent in that field for GC
- Ensure that there is no clash between intras and other cultural events like Goonj, Gyrations, etc.

**CREDENTIAL:**
- Cricket GC from H9 (silver medal)
- special sports mention award from H9
- Best batsman in Cricmania
- 2nd Highest run scorer in Cricmania and Freshie cricket league